
Tokyo Tech. 

Intro. to Comp. & Data 

Exercise  2018.6.11&14 

Ex0: Install Guidance 

Install software environments for exercise 

sessions and homework assignments 

0. Connect to the internet. 

    E.g., use Tokyo Tech wireless network 

        → http://www.noc.titech.ac.jp/wlan/techguide.html  

1. Install python (ver.3) and command terminal 

    environment. 

             Windows → page 3       Mac → page 10 

2. Install Weka*1. 

             Windows → page 12       Mac → page 19 

*1 Weka is constructed and provided by the University of Waikato  1 



3. Install a text editor 

 

 

            Windows → Notepad++, page 21 

            Mac → CotEditor, page 23 

※ You may use any reasonable text editor.  
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Ex0: Install Guidance (Cont.) 



1. Download Anaconda for Windows from  

     https://www.anaconda.com/download/#windows 

Install python3 for Windows 

Download from here 

if your PC is a 32-bit computer 

* Below is a way to install Anaconda, a well-known package for developing  

   python programs.  If there is any difficulty of  installing it, you may try a 

   simpler one explained from page 6. 

Download from here 
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https://www.anaconda.com/download/#windows


2.  Install Anaconda with following the wizard 
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Install python3 for Windows 



3. (All programs →) Anaconda3 → Anaconda Prompt 

     Run the command “python --version” and 

     confirm a version of Python on Anaconda Prompt    

Next step is to install Weka 

→ Go to page 11 
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> python –-version 

Python 3.6.4 :: Anaconda, Inc. ← Install has been 

     successfully completed. 

Install python3 for Windows 



1. Download installer from 

     https://www.python.org/downloads 

* Below is a way to install only a python system for those having some 

  problem with installing Anaconda.   Do not try this if you have already 

  installed Anaconda safely. 
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Install python3 for Windows: python3 only 



2. Run the installer 

 Check “Add Python3.6 to PATH” and click “Install Now” 
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Install python3 for Windows: python3 only 



3.  Click “close” 
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Install python3 for Windows: python3 only 



3.  Open the Command Prompt, and run the command 

     “python --version” and confirm a version of Python 

      on Command Prompt 
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> python –-version 

Python 3.6.4 

← Install has been 

     successfully completed. 

Install python3 for Windows: python3 only 

command prompt 

Next step is to install Weka 

→ Go to page 12 



1. Download Anaconda for Mac from  

     https://www.anaconda.com/download/#macos 
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Install python3 for Mac 

https://www.anaconda.com/download/#macos
https://www.anaconda.com/download/#macos


2.  Install Anaconda with following the wizard 

3. Run the command and confirm a version of Python 
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> python –-version 

Python 3.6.4 :: Anaconda, Inc. ← Install has been 

     successfully completed. 

Install python3 for Mac 

Next step is to install Weka 

→ Go to page 19 



1. Download installer from 

 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/downloading.html       
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Install Weka for Windows 

64bit machine & Java has not been installed before 

32bit machine & Java has not been installed before 

If you have Java 



2.  Run the installer 
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Install Weka for Windows 



3.  Agree License 
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Install Weka for Windows 



4.  Choose “Full” and click “Next”  
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Install Weka for Windows 



5.  Choose Destination Folder for the installation  
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Install Weka for Windows 



6.  Choose a Start Menu and shortcuts 
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Install Weka for Windows 

✔ check 



7.  Setup will be completed 
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Install Weka for Windows 

← Install has been successfully completed 

     if WEKA icon appears in the Desktop screen. 



1. Download installer from 

 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/downloading.html       
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Install Weka for Mac 



2. Run the installer and move the Application and 

Folder to User Directory     
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Install Weka for Mac 



Install Editor(Notepad++) for Windows 
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1. Download installer from 

 https://notepad-plus-plus.org/download/v7.5.6.html 

↓for 32bit machine 

↓for 64bit machine 



2.  Run the installer: 

    - select the standard/recommended choices, and 

    - better to make a short-cut on the Desktop. 
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Install Editor(Notepad++) for Windows 



Install Editor(CotEditor) for Mac 
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1. Open App Store and search CotEditor 

Type ”coteditor” here and search 



2. Click and install.  
 There may be a window to ask for your password of Apple ID. 
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Install Editor(CotEditor) for Mac 



References Some Terminal commands 

Command  Example Meaning  

mkdir mkdir project1 Create a folder project1 

cd cd project1 Move to the project1 folder 

cd .. Move to the parent folder 

cd ../.. 
Move to the parent of the parent 

folder 

dir  dir Display files of the current folder 

rm rm  foo.py 
Delete foo.py (It is impossible to 

undo this command!) 

python python foo.py Run a program in the machine code 
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